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Manual of Operative Technics: A Practical Treatise on the Elements of
Operative Dentistry It is not my object to present in these pages an exhaustive
work on operative procedure, or to conflict in any way with existing textbooks on the subject, which, so far as the author is aware, cover the whole
ground over which the student will travel in his three years' course of study.
The suggestions as to what may be done and how the Subject may best be
presented, are the result of the experience of the author and his confreres.
Experience has shown that to attempt to indicate to students what and how
much they shall learn of operative procedure from existing text-books, to enable
them to intelligently perform practical operations, involves an immense amount
of labor and an expenditure of time which can be better employed in some other
direction. I have attempted to present in a compact form such fundamental
knowledge of operative dentistry as every student should possess before
attempting to practice upon patients, and to direct him how to perform the
various operations in the technic laboratory. If we may judge by the large number
of colleges which announce technic courses in their catalogues, educators all
over the country are alive to the importance of a systematic course of manual
training which shall give a more thorough knowledge of the teeth and the
principles which underlie all operations upon them. These are the conditions
prompting the attempt to outline a course and to present a succinct statement
of principles, which shall be a primer on operative dentistry for the student, his
handbook and constant reference while performing the operations required. The
desire to be helpful to both teacher and student has been the constant motive,
and I hope that the object may be realized, and that the principles are so
represented that all teachers may use them as a basis for their own particular
methods. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands
of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a
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that is, bmaiiv jiractitioiiers at least, oidy imperl ectly understood, is invohed in
crownand bridge-work. Properly practiced it approaches a fine art; hut
misapprehension of the princi les underlying it, lack of judgment in their
application, a)id improper practice have conspired to preeiit its general
acceptation by the )rotession, and it has in conse(uence been oidy partially
indorsed or even wholly condemned when a better understan hng would liave
insured its hearty approval. Still, its possibilities are seen to be so great that
at )resent no other branch of dentistry more engages the attention of mictitioi
Krs, and in no other is a livelier interest or a greater desire foireal information
manifested. The subject is liere presented almost wholly from the practical
stand-point, in the behef that the utility and esthetic advantages of crownand
bridge-work may l)e thus more rea(hly made apparent to the practical men in
dentistry. To this end (lie various methods described are classified in systems, and
their treatment is made as concise as their importance will permit. Due credit is
given where the methods and (kscriptions of others are used. Acknowledgment is
gratefullj rendered to Drs. It. A. Parr, of New York City, E.Parmly Brown, of
Flushing, N.Y., and M.II. Fletcher, of Cincinnati, for personal assistance. About
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